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Abstract 

We performed a first-principles calculation to investigate the interface bonding 
properties between Fe3Cr3YC3 and γ-Fe crystal structures. The study shows that the 
lattice mismatch of Fe3Cr3YC3(10 1¯ 0)/γ-Fe(1 1 1) interface is 5.02 %. Four interface 
structures named as Fe-Fe, Cr-Fe, C-Fe and Y-Fe were established. Among them, the 
bonding work of Y-Fe interface is the largest(0.370 J/m2), and its interface energy is 
the smallest(-0.3397 J/m2). The charge-aggregation region of Y-Fe interface is larger 
than those of Fe-Fe, Cr-Fe and C-Fe. It reveals that the Y-Fe interface in 
Fe3Cr3YC3(10 1¯ 0)/γ-Fe(1 1 1) interfaces is the most stable. 
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1. Introduction 

Because of high hardness and excellent wear resistance, hypereutectic Fe-Cr-C alloy have been 

applied in the additive manufacturing fields [1]. By hardfacing method, this alloy can be 

cladded on the surface to prepare the various shape wear-resistant workpieces [2]. The 

excellent wear resistance of this alloy is mainly depend on the presence of primary 

M7C3 (M = Fe, Cr) carbide, when Fe:Cr = 3:4(namely Fe3Cr4C3), the crystal structure is the 

most stable [3], [4]. However, when its sizes are large, the interface bonding properties 

between Fe3Cr4C3 carbide and austenite (γ-Fe) are poor, and cracks can easily appear in the 

interface. Therefore, the service life of the workpieces is seriously shortened [5]. 

With modifying, purifying and alloying effectiveness [6], [7], rare earth oxide, such as 

Y2O3 has been applied in the hypereutectic Fe-Cr-C alloy to refine its microstructure and 

improve its wear resistance [8]. The Y doping in this alloy can improve the plasticity and 
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toughness [9]. However, it is not clear that the effect of Y doping on the interface bond strength 

and anti-cracking performance. Moreover, it is difficult to determine the interfacial relationship 

between Fe3Cr4C3 and γ-Fe by experimental. 

In recent years, the first-principles has been used to investigate the interfacial 

relationships [10], [11]. In this paper, Y was used as a doping element to form Fe3Cr3YC3. The 

bonding work and interfacial energy of Fe3Cr3YC3/γ-Fe interfaces were calculated, and 

interfacial charge density difference was analyzed by first-principles. The bonding mechanism 

of Fe3Cr3YC3/γ-Fe interface was elaborated at atomic scale. 

2. Methodology 

The bulk properties of Fe3Cr3YC3 and γ-Fe structures were calculated using Vienna Ab-

initio Simulation Package to optimize their structures and calculate their surface 

and interface properties. The generalized gradient approximation functional was 

improved by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhorf, which was used to calculate and modify 

the exchange correlation energy [12]. In the convergence test, the energy convergence 

criterion was set to 1 × 10−5 eV/atom and the force convergence criterion to 0.02 eV/Å, 

resulting in suitable plane wave cutoff energy (Ecut) and K-point mesh (Kmesh) in the 

Brillouin zone. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

Fe3Cr4C3 is a hexagonal system and belongs to P63mc space group. The 

optimized lattice constants are a = b = 7.004 Å and c = 4.275 Å. According to the 

calculations for Y-atom doped Fe3Cr4C3 carbide [13], the total structural energy is the 

lowest when the Y at the Wyckoff 2b position, the crystal structure is the most stable. 

The optimization calculation results of Fe3Cr3YC3 crystal models show that the lattice 

constants are a = b = 7.033 Å, c = 4.295 Å. γ-Fe is a cubic system and belongs to 

the Fm3m space group. The optimized lattice constants of γ-Fe are 

a = b = c = 3.449 Å. The crystal structures of Fe3Cr3YC3 and γ-Fe are shown in Fig. 1. 

 

The Bramfitt lattice mismatch theory [14] was used to calculate the lattice mismatches 

between Fe3Cr3YC3 and γ-Fe crystal structures. Since Fe3Cr3YC3 is obtained by replacing the 

atoms in Fe3Cr4C3 with the Y atoms, the selection of Fe3Cr4C3 can be used in selecting the 
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surface. According to the experimental results in [15], the γ-Fe(1 1 1) and Fe3Cr4C3(10 1¯ 0) 

planes were selected for the study. Meanwhile, the calculated lattice mismatch between 

Fe3Cr3YC3 (10 1¯ 0) and γ-Fe (1 1 1) planes is 5.02 %. It reveals that Fe3Cr3YC3 (10 1¯ 0)/γ-

Fe (1 1 1) interface is very effective heterogeneous nucleation one. Therefore, 

Fe3Cr3YC3(10 1¯ 0) and γ-Fe(1 1 1) are selected to construct interface models. 

Based on above calculations, the Fe3Cr3YC3(10 1¯ 0) and γ-Fe(1 1 1) were selected to establish 

the surface model. The surface models of Fe3Cr3YC3(10 1¯ 0) and γ-Fe(1 11) are shown in Fig. 

2. Fig. 2(a)–(d) are the four different surface termination models of Fe, Cr, C, and Y in 

Fe3Cr3YC3(10 1¯ 0) plane, respectively, and Fig. 2(e) is γ-Fe(1 11) plane. 

To ensure that the surface models reflect the internal characteristics of the bulk phase, the 

surface models need to be tested for convergence. In order to eliminate the dipole effect, the 

atom types on the upper are consistent with the lower surfaces of the configuration, and 

different types of atoms will not conform to the stoichiometric ratio. Therefore, the 

convergence of the interatomic spacing of the cell configuration with increase of atomic layer 

number was used to determine the minimum number of atomic layers required to maintain the 

bulk phase. The calculated results show that Fe, Cr surface termination models are converged 

at the 43th layer, and C, Y are at the 29 h. Using the same method, γ-Fe (1 1 1) surface is at the 

7th. 

Four interface termination models were constructed, named as Fe-Fe, Cr-Fe, C-Fe and Y-Fe, 

as shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a)–(d) and (a’)-(d’) are the interface structure and its vertical 

view. Fig. 3(a)-(a’) shows that the Fe at the corner is directly opposite the Fe. From Fig. 3(b)-

(b’), the Cr at the corner is directly opposite the Fe. Fig. 3(c)-(c’) shows that the C at the corner 

is directly opposite the Fe. From Fig. 3(d)-(d’), the Y at the corner is directly opposite the Fe. 

For four termination models of Fe-Fe, Cr-Fe, C-Fe, and Y-Fe, the total energy has a maximum 

when their interface spacing are 1.8 Å, 1.6 Å, 2.0 Å, 1.8 Å, respectively, which indicates that 

the interface structure is the most stable. 

Adhesion work (Wad) is defined as the reversible work of energy required to separate an 

interface into two free surfaces, which is used as a measure of the interface bonding 

strength [16]. The higher the Wad is, the stronger the interface is and the more stable the 

structure is. The equation is as follows [17]: 

(1) 
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where Eγ− Fe and EFe3Cr3YC3 are the total energy of the γ-Fe(111) and Fe3Cr3YC3(10 1 0) surface, 

respectively; Eγ− Fe/Fe3Cr3YC3 is the total energy of the interface model; A is the interface area. 

The calculated Wad(J/m2 ) of Fe3Cr3YC3(10 1 0)/γ-Fe(111) interface are as follows:  

 in which, WY− Fe ad is the largest. 

Interfacial energy (γ) is another important criterion for determining whether a structure is stable or 

not. The smaller the γ is, the more stable the interfacial structure is. The equation is as follows [18]: 

(2) 

where σFe and σFe3Cr3YC3 are the surface energy after relaxation of γ-Fe (111) surface configurations 

and Fe3Cr3YC3(10 1 0) one, respectively; Wad is the adhesion work of Fe3Cr3YC3(10 1 0)/γ-Fe (111) 

interface. 

γ-Fe (111) surface is a nonpolar surface, the surface energy formula is as follows [19]: 

(3) 

(4) 

where N is the number of atomic layers of the surface model; E is the total energy of the surface 

model of different layer. 

(5) 

where A is the surface area; Eslab is the total energy of the surface 

configuration; N is the number of atoms in Fe3Cr3YC3 surface configuration. μ is chemical potential in 

the bulk Fe3Cr3YC3 

Synthesizing Eqs. (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5), the calculated γ(J/m2 ) of Fe3Cr3YC3(10 1 0)/γ-Fe(111) 

interface are as follows: γFe− Fe = − 0.3255; γC− Fe = − 0.3283; γCr− Fe = − 0.3292; γY− Fe = − 0.3397, in which, 

γY− Fe is the smallest. 

In order to further illustrate the bonding information between different atoms in the interface 

structures, the differential charge density (Δρ) was characterized for four interface termination 

models. The equation of Δρ is as follows [21]: 

(6) 

where ρtotal represents the total charge density in the interface system; ρFe3Cr3YC3(1010) and ργ− Fe(111) 

represent the charge densities of isolate Fe3Cr3YC3(10 1 0) and γ-Fe(111) in the same interface, 

respectively. 



The Δρ front view and side view of Fe3Cr3YC3(10 1 0)/γ-Fe(111) interface are shown in Fig. 4, in which 

the dotted lines represent the interface position, and the positive value (red) represents charge 

ag gregation and negative value (blue) represents charge absence. From Fig. 4(a)-(a’), there is mainly 

a charge-rich region at Fe-Fe interface. A charge-deficient region around the Fe located below the 

interface, while the C located above the interface have a charge-aggregating region near the interface 

side. From Fig. 4(b)-(b’), the charge-aggregating region at Cr-Fe interface is located to the right of the 

interface. From Fig. 4(c)-(c’), the charge-aggregating regions exist on the left and right sides of the 

C Fe interface, and charge-deficient region appear in the middle. From Fig. 4(d)-(d’), there is mainly a 

charge-aggregating region at Y-Fe interface, while the small areas of charge deficiency on each of the 

left and right sides. Compared Fig. 4(d) with Fig. 4(a-c), the distances between Y and Fe at the interface 

are closer, and the charge-aggregation region is the largest, which indicates that the bond strength of 

Y-Fe interface is higher than those of other three interfaces. 

4. Conclusions  

In summary, the lattice mismatch between Fe3Cr3YC3(10 1 0) plane and γ-Fe(111) plane is 5.02 %. 

Fe3Cr3YC3(10 1 0) slabs and γ-Fe(111) slabs are selected to construct interface models. Four interfaces 

have been constructed named as Fe-Fe, Cr-Fe, C-Fe and Y-Fe. Among them, the bonding work of Y-Fe 

interface is the largest(0.370 J/m2 ), and its interface energy is the smallest(-0.3397 J/m2 ). The charge-

aggregation region of Y-Fe interface is larger than those of Fe-Fe, Cr-Fe and C-Fe. It reveals that the Y-

Fe interface in Fe3Cr3YC3(10 1 0)/γ-Fe(111) interfaces is the most stable, which indicates that Y-

doping in Fe3Cr4C3 carbide can improve the interface bonding properties. 
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Fig. 1. Crystal structure: (a) Fe3Cr3YC3; (b) γ-Fe. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Surface models of Fe3Cr3YC3(101¯0) and γ-Fe(111) plane: (a) Fe-termination surface 

model; (b) Cr-terminated surface model; (c) C-terminated surface model; (d) Y-terminated 

surface model; (e) γ-Fe(111) surface model. 

 



 

Fig. 3. Interface structures of Fe3Cr3YC3(101¯0)//γ-Fe (1 1 1): (a),(a’) Fe-Fe; (b),(b’) Cr-Fe; 

(c),(c’) C-Fe. (d), (d’) Y-Fe. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Differential charge density of Fe3Cr3YC3(101¯0)//γ-Fe(1 1 1) interface: (a) Fe-Fe; (b) 

Cr-Fe; (c) C-Fe; (d) Y-Fe. 
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